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SPURIA IRIS – Purchased from Comanche Acres in Gower,
Missouri
Moonless NightJoe Ghio2010Sdlg. 99264ESpuria Iris36
inches tallMedium bloom seasonMoonless Night is a full sib to
the extremely popular Dungeon. The coloration is also the same
with Moonless Night and Dungeon being the darkest spurias we
know of. The standards are dark purple and upright. Falls are wide
and ruffled purple black with a small burnt gold signal. Form is
totally different than Dungeon and is quite close to its parent,
Handsome Is. The totally different form is the reason we decided
to introduce this one also. If you want a really dark spuria for your
garden, this one is for you. Supplies are somewhat limited. Order
early. Handsome Is X Missouri Iron Ore.
$50.00
NeuroticJim Hedgecock2010Sdlg.CK83ASpuria30 inches
tallMedium bloom seasonNeurotic is just one crazy mixed up
spuria. It's really a little hard to describe. The standards are a
ruffled blend of medium purple with yellow rays radiating up from
the bases of the petals. Falls are bright yellow at the hafts and
radiating out to medium purple rays and borders. Unusual and
definitely different, but that's what makes it so much fun. Good
stalks with a Midwest bud count of 4. Irene Benton X Adriatic
Blue. $40.00

Sky DancerSpuria IrisJim Hedgecock2010Sdlg. M2C35
inches tallMedium late bloom seasonThis lively new pastel
creation will dance into your heart. The ruffled standards are
orchid blue with slight yellow infusions at the lower midribs. Falls
are heavily ruffled and fluted orchid blue with bright yellow
sunray signal patches radiating out over the upper 1/3 of the falls.
Slight mild fragrance. Excellent stalks with 5 bud count. Touch Of
Lace X Unknown. $40.00

SIBERIAN IRIS – Purchased from Joe Pye Weed’s Garden in
Carlisle, Massachusetts
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Charming Billy (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks, registered 2004). SIB,
25" (64 cm), Mid bloom season.
Standards redviolet (RHS 77D, dappled and washed with 77A);
style arms pearly light blue, opening with orangey buff tips which
fade to blue; Falls intensely dark and bright red violet, yellow
(12A) signal with straight purple to black veins; slight sweet
fragrance. Echo the Wind X S925613: (S8951: (Forrest
McCord x Isabelle) x Careless Sally). $12.00

Ginger Twist (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks, 2009). Seedling No. S02
910, height 30", early to mid season bloom. Layers of color 
lavender standards, ginger falls, speckles all over and pearly pale
gold styles  are complimented by a strong sweet fragrance. Small
flowers in abundance, carried well above the study foliage, five to
seven buds per stalk, excellent clump. ((Sibling to Off She Goes x
Tom Schaefer) x sibling to Lady's Chain) X (sibling to Creme
Caramel x sibling to Floating Candles). $30.00

Humor’s of Whiskey (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks, registered 2007).
Seedling S00253. SIB, height 29" (74 cm), mid season bloom.
Standards blend of pale violet, pale yellow and buff; style arms
pale yellow, golden tips, greenish midrib; falls blend of pink over
yellow appearing pinky goldenbrown, signal yellow to reddish
gold, mostly hidden. S96377: (S927511, Dawn Waltz sibling, x
Dandy's Hornpipe) X Uncorked. $22.00

Jack’s Health (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks, registered 2000).
Seedling S93521. SIB, height 30" (76 cm), early season bloom.
Standards light rosy pink (RHS 77C/D), pale white centerline;
style arms pearly white, rosy flush darkest at midrib; maroon
anthers; falls rosy pink (77B/C), some darker speckling, small
white signal with dark rosy veining. S88112: (Mad Magenta x
Lady Vanessa) X S90583: (S8794: (Lavender Light x Mad
Magenta) x Pleasures of May). $6.00
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June to Remember (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks, registered 2006).
Seedling S99893. SIB, height 25" (64 cm), mid season bloom.
Blue violet self (RHS 94A), style arms short, blue midribs, falls
blue halo (95C) beyond signal, tiny white wire edge, signals white,
few blue veins; ruffled. S97833: (S9414unknown: (Riverdance
x Careless Sally) x S93663: (S90211: (Jaybird x Sailor's Fancy)
x Riverdance)) X Waterfall Waltz. $10.00

Lucy Locket (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks, 2009). Seeding No. S01
9110. Height 26". Early to mid season bloom. Small, sweet,
golden yellow bitone flowers with lovely flaring form. Two
branches with six buds and a long season of bloom. Foliage
remains beautiful late in the Fall. Very vigorous. (((sibling x
Pleasures of May) x sibling to Sarah Tiffney) x ((Star Cluster x
Ruffled Velvet) x Isabelle) x (Kenbee x Alter Ego))) X Lady's
Chain. $22.00

JAPANESE IRIS – Purchased from Ensata Gardens in
Galesburg, Michigan

Christina’s Gown (Jill Copeland 06) 6F. Very ruffled; violet
shading to curly white petal edges; styles white with prominent
purple crests. $10.00

Coho (Harris 05) 3F. S. pink; styles edged pink; F. dark pink with
bluish halo. $12.00
http://www.sidhdis.org/iris.htm
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Diomedes (Innerst 92) 6F. Blueviolet with a large halo area
sanded lighter blue; multiple light blue styles. $8.00

Ebb and Flow (Hirao/Hager 89) 6F. Medium blue, lighter halo,
darker centers; white styles with blue crests. $12.00

Eileen’s Dream (Bauer/Coble 00) 912F. Lush maroon velvet
multipetal. $12.00
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Foreign Intrigue (Bauer/Coble 95) 6F. Blueviolet with silvery
edges; dark bluepurple upright styles. $12.00

Frilled Enchantment (Marx 59) 6F. White with redviolet ruffled
edges. White styles with rv crests $12.00

Jocasta (Innerst 88) 6F. Late. Red to roseviolet veins, petal
edges, and styles on lighter ground; blueviolet halo. $10.00
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John’s Fancy (Jill Copeland 08) 3F White with striking blue lines.
Styles deep blue, white crests. $16.00

Kalamazoo (Hazzard 89) 3F. S. purple; styles purple; F. Purple
veining out to white edges. Payne Medal 1996. $10.00

LOUISIANA IRISES – Purchased from Iris City Gardens in
Primm Springs, Tennessee

Atchafalaya (Campbell 1998) Lightly ruffled, dark velvety red
violet flowers with a blueviolet cast and blueviolet to silver halo.
Yellow signals with green crests. AM03, 36" EM $8.00

Blue Mountain Mist (Pryor 2007) Pale sky blue with a fine white
rim and white reverse. Triangular flower form. 28" ML $12.00

For Madelaine (Pryor 2008) Standards and falls very dark purple;
http://www.sidhdis.org/iris.htm
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style arms purple with fine yellow midrib; goldenorange steeple
signal with strong redpurple eyeliner surround on all petals,
creating a star signal effect. Rounded flower form with very wide,
overlapping falls. Slightly ruffled, slight fragrance. 40" ML
$12.00

Frederick Douglas (Haymon 2004) Standards medium to dark
plumpurple; style arms very dark plumpurple; Falls velvety
plumpurple, gold steeple signal; lightly ruffled. HM09 30" M
$8.00

Friends’ Song (Haymon 2004) Standards medium pink, darker
streaks; style arms dark green shading to cream at tips; Falls dark
pink, darker streaks, greentipped gold steeple signal, ruffled. 32"
EM $8.00

Manx Mushroom (Betts 2007) Standards tan red; style arms
apricot, narrow. Falls garnet brown, long yellow flame signal,
reflexed form 36" L $10.00

Swirling Waters (Pryor 2009) A regular rebloomer in Australia.
Heavily ruffled, deep blueviolet self. Standards have fine yellow
line signal. Yellow blotch signal on falls, overlayed with a yellow
steeple signal. Style arms apple green. violet tips. Great garden
and show bench cultivar. 43" EM $25.00

Swords Drawn (Pryor 2002) Mid blueviolet self with cream rim
and lilac reverse. The long golden signals create a "star" effect.
41" ML $10.00
http://www.sidhdis.org/iris.htm
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Venus Vortex (Pryor 1999) Deep purple self with a fine white
spray pattern overlay on all petals. Lime green line signal, white
rim and reverse. Style arms applegreen. 45" M $10.00

Winking Kitty (Pryor 2002) Deep lavender falls with limegreen
signals, standards white with deep lavender signal and middle
blush, style arms deep lavender. 37" ML $8.00

TALL BEARDED IRISES – Purchased from MidAmerica
Gardens in Salem, Oregon

Athens T.Johnson 06; White standards with centers washed mid
blue; fancy white lumiplic falls heavily washed and veined violet
blue; white to yellow beards; lovely ruffled form. $9.00

Aztec Art T.Johnson '09; The Aztecs made extensive use of gold
and so it is with Aztec Art. Bright yellow gold standards and styles
are reinforced by large yellow gold sunbursts on heavily ruffled
dark mahogany falls. Mahogany veins flow over sunbursts.
Vibrant orange gold beards add fire. Husky plants produce strong
stalks with 2 branches and 7 buds. Aztec Art makes a superb
http://www.sidhdis.org/iris.htm
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garden display. $30.00

Clear Choice T.Johnson 07; Glaciatas with acceptable plant habits
have been hard to come by. CLEAR CHOICE overcomes these
problems and is beautiful too. Pink standards blend to peach
margins. Falls are the same with paler pink patches around light
creamy tangerine beards. White center stripes descend from the
beards. Styles are darker peachapricot. With all the rain last year
and the year before, CLEAR CHOICE proved to be very rot
resistant. Hopefully it will pass this on to its offspring. $12.00

Dialect T.Johnson 08; Dialect is another stunning variation of the
luminata theme. Standards are rosy orchid with diffuse butter
edges and veins becoming more prominent at bases. Dark, velvety
wine falls have stunning white luminata patches surrounding
orange to white beards. Lightly serrated edges are quite
appealing. $20.00

Genealogy T.Johnson 08; Having a yellow amoena as one parent
and a purple bitone as another makes for a very interesting
Genealogy and hybridizing possibilities. Ruffled white standards
have honey yellow centers and fine veins radiating to edges.
Strongly flared and round falls are darker honey gold becoming
http://www.sidhdis.org/iris.htm
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paler around gold beards. Margins are darker ambergold. Show
stalks have 3 branches and 810 buds. $20.00

Heart Of Glass T.Johnson 07; Heavily ruffled and laced flowers
have clear medium pink standards with no peach or coral tones.
Styles are darker coral pink. White falls have greenish texture
veins over their centers with hafts and diffuse bands of clear
medium pink. Beards have white bases overlaid soft tangerine. A
totally lovely and feminine creation with well branched show
stalks to properly display these beauties. $14.00

I’m Back T.Johnson 07; I'M BACK sets a new standard for form
and color in reblooming irises. Not only will you love seeing it the
first time, you'll long for it to return, and it will. Standards are
medium lilac with rich dusty rose centers and along upper margins
which are covered with a fine network of burgundy veins. Styles
are dusty rose with crests veined dark burgundy. Falls are velvety
blackcherry with paler rims and adorned with dark root beer
beards. Each flower is wellformed and elegantly ruffled. $15.00

Laced Credentials T.Johnson 07; LACED CREDENTIALS is
"the one" so many asked about and admired during the AIS
convention  "the one with the beard". The catalog shot doesn't
begin to do it justice. It is rather difficult to photograph. Ruffled
and laced flowers are medium violetblue with much paler pearl
violet centers around wide, fat, heavily saturated mustard gold
beards. One hardly notices the rest of the flower with such
imposing beards. Super branching and growth plus a lovely sweet
fragrance make this a standout. $10.00
http://www.sidhdis.org/iris.htm
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Lecture T.Johnson 07; Very pretty, moderately ruffled flowers
have medium violetblue standards that blend paler toward edges.
Plush, dark violetblue falls have narrow pale violet rims. The
entire haft is plum with muted white mottled rays around vivid,
dark tangerineorange beards. From its parent, Paul Black, it
receives a strong, spicy fragrance. Superb show stalks. Terrific
breeder for darks with orange beards. $12.00

Magical Moment Black '09; There is nothing harsh or garish
about this Magical Moment. Each enchanted fiber is woven
together into a mystical creation. Heavily ruffled and laced flowers
have light mauve pink standards overlaid with a fine network of
darker texture veins. Gently arched falls are milk glass white
blending imperceptibly to pale lilac margins. Soft white beards
nestle below flesh pink styles. Vigorous, healthy plants produce
show stalks with 3 branches and 78 buds. Splendid parent for blue
and pink combinations. $30.00

Polka T.Johnson 09; This Polka is lively and spirited with plenty
of bright color and flair. Palest violet white standards are blushed
violet at bases and bouncing with ruffles and lace. Super wide and
heavily ruffled falls are mid orchid, becoming paler and bluer
around vibrant red orange beards. Strong, husky growth produces
exceptional show stalks with 34 branches and 810 buds. Let the
music begin. $30.00
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Some Like It Hot Black 07; If you like hot, sizzling, vivid colors,
then SOME LIKE IT HOT is for you. It positively glows. Even
with its shorter stature, it will still attract a long line of admirers.
Standards are dark, rich apricot heavily infused rose up their
midribs. Strongly flared falls are velvety blackcherry with precise
1/8 inch bands of iridescent red. Burnt orange beards complement
both standards and falls. Heavily ruffled flowers are wide and
blocky giving them a very masculine feeling. $12.00

Spirit In The Sky T.Johnson 07; Heavily ruffled standards are
medium sky blue. Very wide, blocky falls are paler sky blue
blending to white around big fuzzy white beards that are brushed
bright red on their tips from throat to 3/4 out toward tips. Plants
are robust with wide, healthy bluegreen foliage. Stalks are show
branched.
$12.00

Sunset Silhouette Black 07; Watch as the bright yellow sun
descends toward the multihued colors of the sky in its journey to
the horizon. What a colorful display it creates. Standards are
bright, sunny yellow becoming yellowgold silhouettes on fall
hafts. Fall centers are lavender blending to softer rosy mauve
http://www.sidhdis.org/iris.htm
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tones. Each flower shimmers with diamond dusted elegance.
Beards are fully saturated deep golden yellow. Smaller flowers are
born in abundance on evenly spaced show stalks. SUNSET
SILHOUETTE is a favorite because of its clean growth and great
clump appeal. $12.00

Wizard Of Odds Black '09; There is no doubt the wizard lives up
to his name. Wizard of Odds gives a strong performance where
other streakers have failed. Tightly formed flowers are carried on
strong show stalks with plenty of buds. Its robust growth will keep
its magic going season after season. No two flowers are alike, not
even close. The basic color is bright ruby red and bright gold but
applied to both standards and falls in whatever whimsical pattern
the wizard conjured up at the moment. Have a look at the pictures
and you’ll see this is one mixed up wizard. The pod parent, Pure as
Gold, is a strong rebloomer and while Wizard of Odds hasn’t
rebloomed here, it has great breeding potential for both rebloom
and broken color. Try it and see what your odds are. $32.00
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